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Abstract. Can asset price bubbles be detected? This survey of econometric tests
of asset price bubbles shows that, despite recent advances, econometric detection
of asset price bubbles cannot be achieved with a satisfactory degree of certainty.
For each paper that finds evidence of bubbles, there is another one that fits the
data equally well without allowing for a bubble. We are still unable to distinguish
bubbles from time-varying or regime-switching fundamentals, while many small
sample econometrics problems of bubble tests remain unresolved.
Keywords. Bubbles; Econometric tests; Identification
1. Introduction
Figure 1 shows the real S&P500 stock price index from 1871 to 2003, using annual
data.1 The run up in equity prices in the late 1990s seems extraordinary, especially
given the ensuing decline. Similar boom–bust episodes in US stock prices were also
seen in 1929 and 1987 (see Shiller, 2000; Miskin and White, 2002, for historical
accounts of stock market booms and crashes). Many casual commentators attributed
this steep rise in stock prices to the presence of a bubble. Can such a claim be
substantiated using econometric methods?
A large and growing number of papers propose methods to detect ‘rational’
bubbles. Equity prices contain a rational bubble if investors are willing to pay more
for the stock than they know is justified by the value of the discounted dividend
stream because they expect to be able to sell it at an even higher price in the
future, making the current high price an equilibrium price. Importantly, the pricing
of the equity is still rational, and there are no arbitrage opportunities when there
are rational bubbles. Section 2 below develops the basic asset pricing relation and
rational bubbles from a utility maximization problem and points out the assumptions
embedded in the ‘standard’ model.
Testing for bubbles, as will be seen below, is essentially testing the validity of
the standard model, observing either whether it fails at all, or whether it fails in
a way that can be attributed to bubbles. There is an extensive literature on the
econometric tests of bubbles and it is not always easy to have a holistic sense of
where this literature stands. This paper helps making sense of the literature easier
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Figure 1. S&P Real Price, 1871–2003.
by presenting a survey of the tests and their criticisms from within the same basic
framework.
Section 3 is the main body of the paper and surveys the literature on testing for
rational bubbles in the context of the present value of dividends model (see West,
1988b; Camerer, 1989, for surveys of the earlier literature). Importantly, this is a
survey of the methods, not a survey of applications; thus the emphasis is on the
econometric methods proposed for bubble detection and their critiques, rather than
the sample periods used in applications or the particular results obtained. The survey
begins with the variance bounds tests (Section 3.1) of Shiller (1981) and LeRoy and
Porter (1981), which were not designed as bubble tests but were later used in that
fashion. West’s tests of bubbles (1987, 1988a) are taken up in Section 3.2. Sec-
tion 3.3 focuses on the integration/cointegration based tests (Diba and Grossman,
1988a, b) and Evans’s (1991) criticism of this approach. Tests of collapsing bubbles
are also introduced in this section. Section 3.4 discusses intrinsic bubbles, their
econometric detection, and related models of regime-switching fundamentals.
The bottom line is that available econometric tests are not that effective because
they combine the null hypothesis of no bubbles with an overly simple model of
fundamentals. Thus, rejections of the present value model that are interpreted by
some as indicating the presence of bubbles can still be explained by alternative
structures for the fundamentals. This is not only a theoretical possibility; for almost
every paper in the literature that ‘finds’ a bubble, there is another one that relaxes
some assumption on the fundamentals and fits the data equally well without resorting
to a bubble.
All of the papers surveyed in this paper are tests of rational bubbles, as explained
below. A more recent, alternative strand of literature uses behavioural models that
allow for irrational pricing and associated ‘irrational bubbles’. These models, and
their tests, are not covered in this paper; readers interested in this strand of literature
are referred to Vissing-Jorgensen (2004) for a survey.
Most of the tests surveyed below reject the standard model of stock pricing.
Although they do not reject the null in a way that is consistent only with a bubble,
these tests do provide valuable information about the particular dimensions of the
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standard, present discounted value of dividends model that are inconsistent with the
data. The best tests can show whether the data are inconsistent with the presence of
a bubble, but there are no tests that would show the data are only consistent with a
bubble and not with at least equally plausible alternatives.
2. Asset Prices and Bubbles
Consumers’ optimization problem can be used to derive the basic asset pricing rela-
tionship assuming no arbitrage and rational expectations – standard assumptions in
economics and finance. For simplicity let expected utility driven from consumption,




β i u(ct+i )
}
subject to
ct+i = yt+i + (Pt+i + dt+i )xt+i − Pt+i xt+i+1
where yt is the endowment, β is the discount rate of future consumption, xt is
the storable asset, Pt is the after-dividend price of the asset and dt is the payoff
(dividend) received from the asset. In this paper the focus is on stock prices and
thus Pt is a stock price and dt is dividend; however, in different contexts Pt may
be a house price and dt rent, or Pt may be price of a mine and dt the value of ore
unearthed every period.
The optimization problem’s first order condition is
Et {βu′(ct+i )[Pt+i + dt+i ]} = Et {u′(ct+i−1)Pt+i−1} (1)
For asset pricing purposes, it is often implicitly or explicitly assumed that utility
is linear, which implies constant marginal utility and risk neutrality. In this case,
equation (1) simplifies to
βEt (Pt+i + dt+i ) = Et (Pt+i−1)
Assuming further the existence of a riskless bond available in zero net supply with
one period net interest rate, r, no arbitrage implies
Et (Pt+i−1) = 1
1 + r Et (Pt+i + dt+i ) (2)
Equation (2) is the starting point of most empirical asset pricing tests. This first-








Et (dt+i ) + Bt (3)
such that
Et (Bt+1) = (1 + r )Bt (4)
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The asset price has two components, a ‘market fundamental’ part, which is the
discounted value of expected future dividends, the first term on the right-hand side
of equation (3), and a ‘bubble’ part, the second term. In this setup, the rational
bubble is not a mispricing effect but a basic component of the asset price. Despite
the potential presence of a bubble, there are no arbitrage opportunities – equation (4)
rules these out.
Under the assumption that dividends grow slower than r, the market fundamental
part of the asset price converges. The bubble part, in contrast, is non-stationary.2
The price of the asset may exceed its fundamental value as long as agents expect
that they can sell the asset at an even higher price at a future date. Notice that the
expectation of making high capital gains from the sale of the asset in the future
is consistent with no-arbitrage pricing as the value of the right to sell the asset is
priced in. Importantly, the path of the bubble (and consequently the asset price) is
not unique. Equation (4) only restricts the law of motion of the non-fundamental part
of the asset price, but it implies a different path for each possible value of the initial
level of the bubble. An additional assumption about Bt is required to determine the
asset price.
A special case of the solution that pins down the asset price is Bt = 0, which
implies that the value of the bubble is zero at all times. This is the fundamental
solution that forms the basis of present value pricing approaches to equity prices. In
the remainder of the paper this solution is alternatively called ‘the standard model’,
‘the present value model’ and ‘the market fundamentals model’.
It is useful to explicitly spell out the assumptions other than the absence of bubbles
that are embedded in this formulation of the present value pricing model.
1. There are no informational asymmetries. Price movements are not amplified (or
driven) by uninformed (e.g. momentum) traders who try to extract information
from prices.
2. The representative consumer is risk neutral. A corollary of this assumption
is that there are no risk premia. This, obviously, rules out time-varying risk
premia due to variation in the price or amount of risk as an explanation of
volatility of stock prices.
3. The discount rate is constant. Note that this is a restriction on r, rather than on
β, although they are not really differentiated in this model. If the discount rate
is constant at r and dividends grow at the constant rate g, r must be greater
than g for the sum of the discounted dividend stream to be finite.
4. The process that generates dividends is not expected to change. Although this
is not an assumption about the model per se, it is an assumption commonly
made in the econometric tests of this model. Many econometric tests need to
generate an estimate of expected dividends based on history. This exercise is
meaningful only if the dividend generating process is not expected to change
in the future.
As stated above, the market fundamentals model is a special case of a more
general model that allows for bubbles. The no bubbles special case is justified by
a transversality condition in infinite horizon models. The price of the asset today
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The transversality condition asserts that the second term on the right-hand side is
zero. This is justified by the following argument. If there is a positive bubble and
this term is not zero, the infinitely lived agent could sell the asset and the lost utility,
which is the discounted value of the dividend stream, will be lower than the sale
value. This cannot be an equilibrium price as all agents will want to sell the asset and
the price will fall to the fundamental level. Tirole (1982) argues that bubbles can be
ruled out in infinitely lived rational expectations models, but the same author (1985)
shows that bubble paths for asset prices are possible in overlapping generations
models.
The current literature usually takes it as given that non-fundamentals based asset
prices are possible, skipping the theoretical existence problem and treating bubbles
as an empirical issue. The empirical tests usually start from equations (3) and (4),
without delving into general equilibrium arguments.
3. Econometric Tests of Rational Bubbles
3.1 Variance Bounds Tests
Variance bounds tests for equity prices were initiated by Shiller (1981) and LeRoy
and Porter (1981). Shiller’s test only generates point estimates of variances so
statistical significance cannot be tested, whereas LeRoy and Porter treat equity
prices and dividends as a bivariate process, constructing estimates of variances with
standard errors.3 Here we follow Shiller for ease of exposition.4
The null hypothesis is that the ‘market fundamental’ solution to equation (3) forms








Et (dt+i ) (5)
Then P∗, the ex post rational price, can be defined as the present value of actual (as









Under rational expectations the difference between actual and expected dividends is
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The variance bounds tests rest on the observation that, as εt is uncorrelated with




) = V (Pt ) + ϕV (εt ) ≥ V (Pt ) (7)
where ϕ is [1/(1 + r)]2/[1 − (1/(1 + r))2]. Equation (7) places an upper bound
on the variance of the observed price series, under the assumption that prices are
formed according to (5). The ex post rational price should be at least as variable as
the observed prices because observed prices are based on expected dividends and do
not have the variation introduced by future forecast errors, which the ex post price
includes. If the variance bound is violated in data, this will be evidence that equity
prices do not follow equation (5).
The implementation of the variance bound test is more complicated than its theory
because P∗t is never observed as the values of dt out to infinity are unrealized. For
empirical applications it is approximated by assuming a terminal value of P∗T , where
T is today, the last data point, and constructing the P∗ series recursively using
observed values of dividends. For the terminal price Shiller (1981) uses the sample
average of detrended real price.
Shiller’s test shows that actual price volatility exceeds the bound imposed by
the variance of ex post rational price by an order of magnitude.5 Although Shiller
(1981) and Grossman and Shiller (1981) used this evidence as a critique of the
present value model in general, without attributing the high volatility of equity
prices to bubbles, other authors, including Tirole (1985) and Blanchard and Watson
(1982), have suggested that the variance bound may be violated due to the presence
of bubbles.
Although a violation of the variance bound, constructed as above, might be due to
the presence of bubbles, these tests have problems with implementation that makes
them unsuitable for bubble detection. Some of these are broad problems that are
present when variance bounds tests are used to evaluate the present value model,
and are not specific to testing for bubbles. Flavin (1983) has shown that using the
mean price as the terminal ex post rational price biases the test towards rejection
in small samples. Kleidon (1986) argues a subtler point: the variances in question,
theoretically, are cross-section variances at a point in time, but in estimation time-
series variances are used. He shows that data constructed from the net present value
model violate the variance bound when non-stationary time-series variances are used.
Marsh and Merton (1983) also provide a striking example of variance bounds tests
failing when dividends and stock prices are non-stationary. In more recent work on
the topic, using simulated data, Akdeniz et al. (2006) argue that variance bounds
should not be used for inference on market efficiency.
These criticisms apply to the use of variance bounds tests to refute the present
value model. To get around the Flavin criticism, the test has been modified to use
the last observed price as the terminal price, which indeed makes the actual price
the expected value of the ex post rational price. This approach has a problem that
is specific to bubble detection. Authors as early as Mankiw et al. (1985),6 who
employed this method, have noted that in this case variance bounds tests are not
well suited for bubble detection, as explained below.
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Under the null hypothesis that there are no bubbles present, this adds some noise to
the ex post rational price, but does not reverse the variance bound inequality. The
important point is that, under the assumption that there is a rational bubble in the
data, the variance bound still stands, i.e. this is not a test of bubbles (Flood et al.,








Et (dt+i ) + Bt
as in equation (3), and Bt = 0. Then, with some algebra, P̃t can be written as






















The last three terms on the right-hand side are forecast errors or forecast updates and
are all uncorrelated with Pt, and therefore collectively add a non-negative amount
to the variance of P̃t . Thus, the variance bound is once again
P̃t ≥ Pt (9)
Remembering that inequality (9) was derived under the assumption of a rational
bubble, it is clear that if the variance bound is violated in data, this cannot be
attributed to the presence of a rational bubble.
In general, variance bounds tests are tests of the present value model and rejection
(even when there are no econometric problems) may be due to any assumption of
the model failing. In a later strand of the variance bounds literature, Campbell
and Shiller (1988, 1989) provide a log linear approximation to the dividend/price
ratio and estimate a vector autoregression system allowing for time-variation in the
discount rates. In the absence of a bubble, the dividend/price ratio will be stationary
even if dividends and prices have unit roots (more on this in Section 3.3). They
find that even when the constant discount factor assumption is relaxed, there is still
substantial unexplained variance in the divided/price ratio. They do not, however,
make an argument about bubbles.
Cochrane (1992) explicitly tests for a bubble using the variance of the div-
idend/price ratio. His test, essentially, asks whether there exists a discount rate
process that ‘explains’ the dividend/price volatility. If no discount rate process can
generate the observed dividend/price behaviour one may conclude that it must be a
bubble that drives prices. Note that the ‘standard’ model imposes some conditions
on the discount rates (the discounted sum of dividends converges and the discount
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rate cannot be negative) so finding a process that justifies the dividend/price ratio
process is not trivial. Cochrane finds that there exists a time-varying discount rate
process that fits the data (without requiring a bubble), and that this process satisfies
the model restrictions while being ‘reasonable’ in terms of the Hansen–Jagannathan
(1991) bound.
3.2 West’s Two-Step Tests
It is clear from the discussion of the variance bounds tests that testing for the validity
of the standard model and bubbles are related but different endeavours. For a ‘test of
bubbles’, a bubble should at least be in the set of alternatives when the test rejects
the standard model. A milestone test of equity price bubbles that explicitly put a
bubble in the alternative hypothesis was West’s (1987) test. This cleverly designed
test also tries to tackle the ‘simultaneous test of model specification and bubbles’
problem by testing the model and no-bubbles hypotheses sequentially.
West’s insight was to observe that, in the absence of bubbles, the Euler equation
that forms the basis of no-arbitrage asset pricing can be estimated alone, which
provides information about the discount rate. Then, if dividends can be represented
as an autoregressive (AR) process, knowing the discount rate and the parameters of
the AR process that governs dividends provides enough information to pin down
the relationship between dividends and the market fundamental stock price. The
actual relationship between stock prices and dividends can be directly estimated by
regressing the stock prices on dividends. Under the null hypothesis that there are no
bubbles, the ‘actual’ relationship should not differ from the ‘constructed’ one.
The beauty of this method is that if the two estimates of the impact of dividends on
equity prices differ it is possible to trace the discrepancy to model misspecification
or bubbles. (A similar idea is employed by Chirinko and Schaller (1996), who
propose jointly testing for the Tobin’s Q equation and the investment Euler equation.
If the model is correctly specified, the Q equation should be informative about
equity pricing and bubbles, while the investment Euler equation should show
the relationship between asset prices and real investment.) In West’s method, the
econometrician can apply specification tests to the Euler equation and the AR
representation of dividends, ruling out model misspecification and leaving bubbles
as the only possible reason for the difference between the two estimates. Thus, this
bubble detection method is conceptually very appealing, but it does have problems
in implementation. These are discussed within the context of a simple example that
West (1987) works out.
The Euler equation derived from the consumer’s optimization problem, under the






Et (Pt+1 + dt+1|t ) (10)
which is the same as equation (2) but makes the dependence of the pricing equation
on the consumer’s information set, t, explicit. Equation (10) can be cast in a
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(Pt+1 + dt+1) + ut (11)
where ut is [1/(1 + r )][Et (Pt+1 + dt+1|t ) − Pt+1 + dt+1]. The correlation of the
error term with the regressors is bad news for ordinary least squares (OLS) but
in this context the past history of dividends are natural candidates for instruments,
which West uses. The instrumental variables estimation of (11) provides an estimate
of the discount rate. Notice that this inter-temporal relationship between Pt and Pt+1
is independent of the presence of a bubble. It only asserts that there are no arbitrage
opportunities, with or without a bubble.
The next step is characterizing the dividend process. Assume for the sake of this
example that dividends are exogenous and follow a stationary AR(1) process of the
form
dt = φdt−1 + udt (12)
The autoregressive parameter is easily recovered by an OLS regression. Given this








Et (dt+i |t ) = βdt (13)
where
β = φ/(1 + r )
1 − φ/(1 + r )
The actual stock price, on the other hand, may contain a bubble. Pt is the sum
of the market fundamental price and possibly a bubble component, which the null
hypothesis sets to zero. If the null hypothesis is true, estimating the stock price
equation
Pt = βdt + Bt (14)
without taking into consideration a bubble (regressing Pt on dt) will provide the
‘correct’ estimate of β. If there does exist a bubble in the data, and if the bubble
is correlated with dividends, the estimate of β in equation (14), β̂, will be biased.
Note, however, that in this setup β̂ will only be biased if the bubble is correlated
with dividends and thus the test will ‘detect’ only this kind of bubble.
West’s test exploits being able to estimate β in two ways. If the estimated
Euler equation in (11) correctly characterizes inter-temporal asset pricing, and an
AR dividend process can be estimated, one estimate of the relationship between
dividends and market fundamental stock prices is given by β. The second estimate,
β̂, is expected to be the same as this in the absence of bubbles, but will differ from
β if bubbles are present in the data. Comparing these two estimates is the essence
of West’s test of speculative bubbles.7
Using a Hausman coefficient restriction test West strongly rejects the equality
of β and β̂ coefficients, indicating the presence of a bubble. There are numerous
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practical issues that arise in performing this test. The first issue is non-stationarity;
West points out that if data are non-stationary the test can be applied to appropriately
differenced data. Because detecting non-stationarity with a reasonable degree of
certainty is difficult, he runs his tests in levels and in differences. The second issue
is determining the order of the AR process that governs dividends, which we took
to be 1 in equation (12) for simplicity. Related to this is the issue of information
available to agents but not to the econometrician: investors form their expectations
about futures dividends taking into account more information than just the history

















[Et (dt+i |t ) − Et (dt+i |Ft )]
The information set Ft is a subset of t and includes the past history of dividends.
In this case εwt is uncorrelated with past dividends, but it will be autocorrelated.
West derives coefficient restrictions for this case, where the restrictions are more
involved but have the same underlying idea as the AR(1) case discussed above.
The next issue is the choice of econometric method to test model specification
and coefficient restrictions. West uses a number of specification tests for the Euler
equation and the dividend equation, including structural break tests. His coefficient
restriction test, as mentioned above, is a Hausman test that leads to a rejection of
the equality of coefficients null hypothesis. Dezbakhsh and Demirguc-Kunt (1990)
criticize West’s econometric methodology on the grounds that his tests have size
distortion in small samples (reject the null too often) and are inconsistent under the
bubble alternative.8 They propose tests with better small sample properties to check
whether β̂ is indeed different from β, and find no evidence of bubbles.
The question about the interpretation of rejecting the no-bubbles hypothesis is still
valid. As West points out, a rejection may be due to the presence of a bubble, but
it may also be due to failure of the model in some other dimension. Indeed, when
he allows for time varying discount rates, he finds no evidence of bubbles under the
difference stationarity assumption. Although his approach allows for separate testing
of model misspecification and bubbles, it is difficult to test for every contingency
in terms of model misspecification. For example, West tests for a structural break
in mid-sample in his model equations and does not find one; however, if discount
rates are time varying but still mean reverting, his test would not detect this, which
may explain why his Euler equation passed the specification test but allowing
for time varying discount rates made a difference in rejecting the no-bubbles
hypothesis.
Flood et al. (1994) point out a related issue. The Euler equation in (11) is derived
and tested for two consecutive periods but it should hold in its more general form to
price long lived assets. The general form is a relationship between any two periods
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dt+i + ukt (15)
where ukt is once again a composite error term, reflecting the difference between
expected and actual outcomes.9 The market fundamentals price, equation (13),
relies upon this relationship holding not just for consecutive periods but for periods
infinitely apart. Flood et al. argue that, although equation (15) holding for consecutive
periods exactly implies that it should hold for any two periods, the statistical error
in its estimation may be small for consecutive periods (not leading to a rejection)
but may accumulate and be very large for periods further apart. They test equation
(15) for k equaling one and two and find that while they replicate West’s results for
k = 1, for k = 2 the specification tests reject equation (15). Notice that this rejection
does not point towards arbitrage opportunities or irrationality; it suggests that the
risk-neutral agent-constant discount rate Euler equation is not a good approximation
to reality.
Flood et al. also point out that even if the model did not have any problems
detectable with specification tests, a rejection of the coefficient restrictions may still
be due to factors other than a bubble. Their alternative is one that is also suggested
by Hamilton and Whiteman (1985) and Flood and Hodrick (1986): agents might
attribute a small probability to an event that will have a large impact on the asset
price (the so-called peso problem). The standard example of this is a tax law change
that agents put a positive probability on and therefore incorporate into stock prices,
but the change does not happen in sample. If there are such large impact events that
happen very seldom, these events may not be captured even in samples of 100 years
of annual data. Expected regime switches, especially those that fail to materialize,
pose a major problem for bubble detection because their observed impact on stock
prices is similar to that of bubbles.
3.3 Integration/Cointegration Based Tests
The tests so far have imposed very little structure on bubbles. Both variance bounds
tests and West’s two-step tests try to detect ‘something other than fundamentals’.
West’s test would ‘find’ a bubble by eliminating all other alternatives by appropriate
specification tests. Bubbles, however, have certain theoretical properties that may be
exploited for their detection.
Diba and Grossman (1987, 1988a) observe that a rational bubble cannot start;
thus if it exists now, it must always have existed. The reasoning depends on lack
of arbitrage opportunities and impossibility of negative prices. Lack of arbitrage
opportunities imply that there are no excess returns from holding an asset with a
bubble component, i.e.
Et (Bt+1) = (1 + r )Bt
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as in equation (4). In this case, the actual bubble process (assuming it is a stochastic
bubble) follows a stochastic difference equation:
Bt+1 − (1 + r )Bt = zt+1 (16)
with
Et (zt+i ) = 0 ∀i ≥ 1 (17)
If Bt is zero, the bubble will start with the next non-zero realization of z. If this
realization is a negative number, the bubble will be negative and progressively larger
in absolute value in expectation, according to its law of motion. This implies that the
stock price will be negative in finite time, which is impossible given free disposal.10
If the expected realization of z cannot be negative when the bubble component is
zero, it cannot be positive either, because it has to be zero in expectation to rule
out arbitrage opportunities. Thus, when Bt is zero, all future realizations of z must
be zero with probability one, and the bubble cannot (re)start. (This argument, as
will be shown later, depends on the implicit assumption that if a bubble ‘pops’ it
must collapse to zero.) Given this argument, Diba and Grossman conclude that, if
there is a bubble, it must have existed from the first day of trading. They see this
as an argument to rule out rational bubbles, and propose a way to empirically test
the absence of bubbles.
Their test for bubbles (1988b) allows for unobserved fundamentals, and imposes
some structure on which deviations from fundamentals in data may be blamed on









Et (dt+i + ot ) (18)
ot denoting the fundamentals unobservable to the econometrician.11 Under the
assumption that ot is not more non-stationary than dt (if dividends are stationary
when twice differenced, ot is assumed to be stationary when at most twice
differenced, for example), the market fundamentals price will be as stationary as
the dividends. In the absence of bubbles, if dividends are stationary in levels, stock
prices will be equal to market fundamentals and should also be stationary in levels;
if dividends are stationary in nth differences, stock prices should be stationary in
nth differences.
This relationship breaks down in the presence of bubbles, which provides an
intuitive bubbles test. The nth difference of the bubble process, from equation (16),
is
(1 − L)n[1 − (1 + r )L]Bt = (1 − L)nzt
Diba and Grossman note that for standard simple processes for z (such as white
noise) the first difference of the bubble is generated by a non-stationary and non-
invertible process. Indeed, the bubble process is non-stationary regardless of how
many differences are taken and this is a property that can be tested econometrically.
Note that it is the argument that the bubble does not pop and restart that makes this
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assertion correct in realized values, and not only in expectation. A process that is
unit root in expectation but falls to zero and restarts periodically in realization may
have different econometric implications, as will be discussed below.
A natural way to test for the existence of a bubble in the data, then, is to see
whether stock prices are stationary when they are differenced the number of times
required to make dividends stationary. Diba and Grossman also observe that although
both dividends and stock prices are integrated of order one, equation (18) imposes
an equilibrium relationship between these two series. Under the null hypothesis
of no bubbles in stock prices, and assuming that ot is stationary, dividends and
stock prices should be cointegrated.12 Note that the assumption made about the
unobserved fundamentals is more stringent this time; they should be stationary in
levels although dividends only need to be stationary in differences for the test to
work.
Using Dickey–Fuller tests, Diba and Grossman find that both dividends and stock
prices are integrated in levels, but stationary in differences. Thus, their first test
indicates that there are no bubbles. When they test for cointegration using Bharghava
(1986) ratios, they also find strong evidence for cointegration of stock prices and
dividends. They interpret these findings as indicating that a stock price bubble is not
present in the data.
Before moving on to Evans’s (1991) criticism of these tests, it is useful to think
about the interpretation of the results had they indicated that stock prices are more
non-stationary than dividends, or that dividends and stock prices are both I(1) but
are not cointegrated. One problem with integration/cointegration based tests is the
econometric problems of detecting non-stationarity and estimating cointegrating
relationships. This is a problem regardless of the outcome of the bubble tests; there
are many competing tests with different size/power properties and these need not
agree on the result. In the case that the tests do indicate the presence of a bubble, the
correct interpretation is that they suggest the presence of ‘something non-stationary’
in the (appropriately differenced) stock price. This could of course be because of a
bubble, but it can also be that the assumption made on the unobserved fundamentals
does not hold, and the ot series is, say, integrated of order two while dividends
are I(1). It would of course then be an open question whether one can come up
with a reasonable unobserved fundamental that would be I(2). Diba and Grossman
also allude to this point and argue that although a rejection of the stationarity/
cointegration conditions would not be proof of a bubble, failing to reject is proof of
non-existence of bubbles. Evans (1991) disagrees.
Evans points out that although Diba and Grossman’s argument about bubbles only
starting on the initial date of trading implies a bubble cannot pop and restart, it is
possible that the bubble will collapse to a small non-zero value and then continue
increasing, and still follow equation (4). His example of a periodically collapsing
bubble is
Bt+1 = (1 + r )Bt vt+1 if Bt ≤ α (19)
Bt+1 = {δ + π−1(1 + r )θt+1[Bt − (1 + r )−1δ]}vt+1 if Bt > α (20)
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where Etvt+1 = 1, and θ t+1 takes the value of 1 with probability π and 0 with
probability 1 − π . This formulation of the bubble satisfies equation (4); the expected
gross return from the bubble is always 1 + r. For small values of Bt the bubble
increases slowly; once it is larger than a threshold value, α, it expands faster but may
collapse each period with probability 1 − π . In the case of a collapse, the bubble’s
value does not shrink to zero; rather, it becomes a small positive quantity, δ. In
this case the bubble is not subject to the Diba and Grossman criticism of restarting
because it never ‘pops’; it only gets discretely smaller periodically. This example of
bubbles exploits the fact that the bubble only has to increase at rate r in expectation,
but it may collapse in realization.
Evans generates data from a model with bubbles and does Monte Carlo
experiments of the Diba and Grossman bubble detection test, using their specification
of a bubble (approximated by setting π close to unity). He finds that in this case
the test works well, as Diba and Grossman claim. He then uses lower values of
π so that the bubble periodically collapses. In this case, even for values of π
as high as 0.95, the tests perform much worse, failing to reject the no-bubbles
hypothesis more often than not. For π smaller than 0.75, the tests almost never detect
bubbles.
The unit root based tests have difficulty detecting collapsing bubbles because these
behave more like stationary processes than like explosive processes as a result of
the periodic collapses involved. This, of course, does not bode well for the Diba and
Grossman testing strategy. As noted above, rejecting the no-bubbles hypothesis with
these tests may be due to time variation in some other component of the present
value model, imparting non-stationarity to differenced stock prices. From Evans’s
study, it appears that failing to reject the no-bubbles hypothesis with these tests may
not be conclusive proof that bubbles are indeed absent from data, either.
It is important to note that Evans does not show the existence of bubbles in stock
prices; he only shows that unit root tests are not adequate to reject this hypothesis.13
However, we do learn from Diba and Grossman’s unit root tests that monotonically
increasing bubbles are indeed not in stock prices. We can at least rule out a certain
class of bubbles.
Evans’s criticism of unit root tests of rational bubbles led to a number of papers
trying to overcome the difficulty of detecting collapsing bubbles. The favourite
method of attack was to think of expanding and collapsing periods of the bubble as
different regimes. This way of modelling the bubble leads to unit root tests where
regime shifts in the mean that follow a Markov process are allowed for under the
null.14
Hall et al. (1999) treat each component of the Evans collapsing bubble
(equations (19) and (20)) as a separate regime with constant switching probabilities.
Their Monte Carlo experiment shows that Markov switching augmented Dickey–
Fuller tests perform well in detecting bubble episodes, but they do not have an
empirical application to stock price bubbles.
Van Norden and Vigfusson (1998) study the regime switching bubbles tests of Hall
and Sola (1993) and Van Norden (1996) and conclude that ‘. . .even with several
hundred observations, the tests show sometimes considerable size distortion’. In
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their application, the Hall and Sola test, which has constant switching probabilities,
suggests the existence of bubbles in the S&P500, but the Van Norden test, which
models the switching probabilities as functions of the size of the bubble, does not
indicate the presence of a bubble in the same data set. There are many ways to
model collapsing bubbles, and Van Norden and Vigfusson’s comparison of two
of these seems to suggest that the exact choice of the process to be tested does
matter.
Markov switching tests of collapsing bubbles allow the bubble to switch between
two states, but the fundamentals do not change. Driffill and Sola (1998) provide
a striking example of switching fundamentals that match the data equally well in
the context of a possible intrinsic bubble, once again demonstrating the lack of
identification in bubble testing. Their approach is described at the end of the next
section.
3.4 Intrinsic Bubbles
Bubbles may or may not be correlated with fundamentals. If they are uncorrelated
with fundamentals, they must grow exogenously at an expected rate of 1 + r per
period to be arbitrage free. In this case the bubble and the fundamentals diverge
at an explosive rate. Froot and Obstfeld (1991) suggest a different formulation of
bubbles, one in which the bubble is tied to the level of dividends. The stock price,
fundamental price and bubble processes are once again given by15
Pt = 1








Et (Dt+i ) (22)
Bt = 1
1 + r Et (Bt+1) (23)
To tie the bubble to fundamentals, dividends should be explicitly modelled. Froot
and Obstfeld assume that log dividends, denoted by dt, follow a random walk with
drift:
dt = μ + dt−1 + ξt (24)
where ξ t ∼ N(0, σ2). It is easy to verify that a bubble process of the form
B(Dt ) = cDλt (25)
where λ is the positive root of λ2σ2/2 + λμ − ln (1 + r ) = 0 and c is an arbitrary
positive constant, satisfies equation (23).16 This bubble process depends entirely on
the level of dividends, and does not take off on its own.17 If such a bubble is present,
stock prices will be more sensitive to dividend innovations than is justified by the
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linear pricing equation in (22). Given the law of motion of dividends, and assuming
that Dt is known at the beginning of the period, the sum in that equation converges
to




(1 + r ) − e(μ+σ2/2)
Under the null hypothesis of no (intrinsic) bubbles, prices are a linear function
of dividends and the price/dividend ratio is a constant, κ, as suggested by equa-
tion (26). Intrinsic bubbles impart non-linearity into the relationship between stock
prices and dividends. In this case, the price/dividend ratio is
Pt
Dt
= κ + cDλ−1t + ιt (27)
where ιt is a well behaved error term.
18 The different behaviour of the price/dividend
ratio in the absence and presence of bubbles can be exploited to form a bubble test.
Froot and Obstfeld test for bubbles by running regressions of price/dividend ratios
on a constant and dividends. Not finding any significant coefficients except for the
constant in these regressions will indicate lack of bubbles, while finding a non-
linear relationship between prices and dividends will be interpreted as signalling
the presence of an intrinsic bubble. In the event, Froot and Obstfeld find strong
evidence for positive values of c; however, they point out that the results may
‘. . .merely show that there is a coherent case to be made for bubbles alongside . . .
alternative possibilities. If that is so, then we should not feel too comfortable about
how well we really understand stock prices.’ Indeed, their tests show that there
exists a non-linear relationship between stock prices and dividends (see also Ma and
Kanas (2004) for a test along very similar lines), but this is interpreted as a sign of
bubbles only because the model is assumed to be linear. What if the ‘true’ model is
non-linear?
Driffill and Sola (1998) formalize this argument about the underlying stock pricing
model being non-linear. They note that the time invariance of Froot and Obstfeld’s
random walk characterization of the log dividends is central to the analysis and
results, and show that this assumption can be rejected when specification tests (in
particular, an ARCH specification test) are applied to the data. They propose a
regime switching model of dividends:
dt = dt−1 + μ0(1 − st ) + μ1st + [σ0(1 − st ) + σ1st ]εt
where st is a state variable that follows a Markov process with constant transition
probabilities. In this case, growth rates of dividends, dt, is distributed N(μ 0, σ20)
in the s t = 0 state, and N(μ 1, σ21) in the s t = 1 state. Driffill and Sola verify that
this formulation of the dividend process fits the data better, and then test the model
with regime switching fundamentals.
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When they include both regime switching fundamentals and intrinsic bubbles,
they find that the explanatory contribution of bubbles is low. Their more striking
finding is that the fit of a model with regime switches but no bubbles and that of a
model with intrinsic bubbles but no regime switches is about the same. The moral
of this story is that there is a certain non-linearity in the data that will be attributed
to whatever is non-linear in the model.
Van Norden and Schaller (1993, 1999) and Schaller and Van Norden (2002)
perform switching regression analyses with more elaborate functional forms of the
bubble process, allowing the collapse probability to be linked to the size of the bubble
in the expanding bubble regime. In particular, Van Norden and Schaller (1999) take
a step towards allowing regime switches in dividends and collapsing bubbles and,
like Driffill and Sola, observe that ‘. . . the model of switching fundamentals is able
to reproduce many of the stylized facts of regime-switching found in the data, if not
their exact magnitudes’ (p. 340).
3.5 Bubble as an Unobserved Variable
The econometric bubble detection tests discussed above impose very little structure
on the bubble process. Indeed, many of these are tests of the standard model against
an unspecified alternative, which is interpreted to be a bubble. These tests do not
produce a time series of the bubble component, so it is difficult to evaluate whether
the implied properties of the bubble are reasonable or not. Wu (1997) takes the
‘bubble as a deviation from the present value model’ detection scheme seriously
and presents estimated values of the bubble under this interpretation.
His paper specifies the present value model as in Section 2, assuming that
differenced dividends follow an AR process (like West), and estimates the bubble
as an unobserved variable subject to the no-arbitrage condition using a Kalman
filter. He finds that the bubble explains a large proportion of the movement in stock
prices; however, Wu’s bubble process clearly proxies for the failure of the model in
all dimensions. Although the issue is clearest in this paper, this is a general problem
of measuring bubbles as a residual. Bubbles will create a residual but any other
misspecification of the model will also do so.
4. Conclusion
What have we learned from bubble tests? This survey showed that bubble tests
do not do a good job of differentiating between misspecified fundamentals and
bubbles. This is not only a theoretical concern: for every test of bubbles, there
is another paper that disputes the particular ‘bubble’ interpretation. The finding
of a bubble, at best, suggests that the data are consistent with either a bubble or
a myriad of other extensions of the standard model. The Driffill and Sola paper
highlights this central difficulty of bubble detection perfectly. It is a matter of taste
and personal preference that makes the econometrician choose between bubble and
fundamentals-based explanations of stock price behaviour. The tests fare somewhat
better in detecting a lack of bubbles, but there still are issues about the specification
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of the bubble that is shown not to exist, as pointed out by Evans. The tests are
powerful against only certain types of bubbles.
The bubble tests teach us little about whether bubbles really exist or not. However,
we do learn valuable stylized facts about the dimensions in which the present value
model of stock prices fails. The variance bounds tests, for example, have shown that
something is more volatile than assumed in the model. Intrinsic and collapsing bubble
arguments highlighted non-linearities that have led to modelling and estimation of
regime switching fundamentals. In the end, the underlying model remains a matter of
belief. One can as well argue that regime switching fundamentals are a misspecified
model that captures the effects of bubbles.
Given these shortcomings of the standard present value model of stock prices,
while a strand of the literature is still focusing on theoretically justifying and
detecting bubbles, another strand is looking for non-bubble explanations for the
apparent anomalies in asset prices, often involving time varying discount rates.
For example, Campbell and Cochrane (1999) and the following literature on habit
formation essentially make risk aversion a function of consumption and thus cause
the discount factor to vary with the business cycle.
In general, having a less restrictive fundamentals model – for example by allowing
for time-varying discount rates, risk aversion, or structural breaks – allows the
fundamentals part of the model to fit the data better, leaving less room for a bubble.
In this sense, the bubble is a catch-all for stock price movements not explained by
the model.
We have learned a lot about asset pricing models from bubble detection tests, but
we have not learned definitively whether bubbles exist or not.
Notes
1. The data are from Shiller (2003).
2. This fact is exploited by some of the econometric tests of bubbles that are considered
in this survey.
3. LeRoy and Porter’s test is essentially a vector autoregression based test of the market
fundamental prices, and in this sense is close to the work of Campbell and Shiller
(1987, 1988, 1989).
4. Gilles and LeRoy (1991) provide a comprehensive survey of variance bounds tests.
Their discussion does not include these tests’ applications for bubble detection.
5. His sample is real S&P500 prices and dividends going back to 1871, at an annual
frequency, observed at the beginning of the year. Almost all studies of stock price
bubbles in the USA use this data set.
6. Its inapplicability to bubble detection notwithstanding, this paper is a noteworthy
attempt to use variance bounds to test the present value model without being subject
to earlier criticisms.
7. West (1988a) presents a variance bounds version of this test. The underlying idea
is similar, but rather than testing parameter restrictions, the variance bounds version
tests a restriction on the variances calculated in two different ways.
8. West also points out the inconsistency of the test when a bubble is present.
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10. Tirole (1982) also notes that bubbles must be positive.
11. Diba and Grossman also allow for different valuation of future dividends and capital
gains, but this point is not central to the bubble analysis.
12. Pt − (1/r )dt will be stationary if there are no bubbles and the assumption about ot
holds. See Fukuta (2001) for a similar test under the assumption that r is time-varying
but stationary.
13. Charemza and Deadman (1995) conduct a similar study of bubbles that are stochastic
explosive root processes. In this case there are no probabilistic collapses but the
AR(1) coefficient in the bubble process (the return on the bubble) is stochastic.
They find that unit root tests are unable to detect bubbles in this setup as well.
14. An exception is the work of Taylor and Peel (1998). They propose a cointegration
test that is robust to skewness and kurtosis in the error term, which will be the
case for a collapsing bubble. In Monte Carlo simulations their test is superior to the
Dickey–Fuller test in detecting a periodically collapsing bubble. They do not find
evidence of a stock price bubble in the data (1871 to 1987) when they apply their
robust test.
In unpublished work Wu and Xiao (2002) propose a test of collapsing bubbles
based on the size of the residuals of the cointegrating relationship. Intuitively, even
if periodically collapsing bubbles do not generate unit root residuals, they will still
generate large residuals. Wu and Xiao quantify ‘large’ and base their test on the
order of magnitude of the residuals. Their test also does not suggest the presence of
bubbles in US stock market data.
15. Froot and Obstfeld define the stock price inclusive of the dividend and r as the
instantaneous interest rate which leads to more elegant algebra. Here, the model is
recast into an ex-dividends price and r as the period interest rate format to make it
comparable to earlier examples of bubble tests.
16. Dt has an error term that is log normal, and the expected value of the log normal is
a function of its variance, hence the variance terms in evaluating expectations.
17. Testing for a bubble that is correlated with dividends is also the centrepiece of West’s
test. Froot and Obstfeld impose more structure on the bubble process.
18. The existence of this error term is not well motivated. Froot and Obstfeld suggest it
may arise because of within-period predictable excess returns.
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